As the complexity of malicious software continues to evolve, knowing how to
analyze malware is becoming increasingly important. However, sometimes we
may not have the time or the necessity to perform an in-depth examination of
malicious code. In this presentation I discuss several techniques and free tools
that offer shortcuts for malware analysis. They speed up the process of
establishing key characteristics of executable files and malicious websites.
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Why even concern ourselves with malicious code? Malware is being
increasing used as a weapon in cyber-world. Here are just a few stories,
carried by general media outlets, that I came across in the recent weeks:
CNN: Gangs flooding the Web for prey. This story covered tactics of using
denial-of-service attacks for fraudulent purposes. At the heart of such attacks
are bot networks—a popular form of malicious code.
(http://www.cnn.com/2006/TECH/internet/12/20/cybercrime)

The New York Times: Attack of the zombie computers is a growing threat. This
was yet another story covering the dangers of bot networks.
(http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/07/technology/07net.html)
MSNBC: Don’t get hooked this phishing season. This story discussed the
prevalence of phishing scams, which are typically driven by malicious software
taking the form of phishing toolkits. (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/16212289)
eWeek: Hackers selling Vista zero-day exploit. This story reported the
existence of an exploit that targeted an unpatched vulnerability in Windows
Vista. Exploits, of course, are another popular form of malware.
(http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1895,2073611,00.asp)
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As defenders of information systems, we’re tasked with protecting IT
resources against threats that often involve malware. To excel at this job, it
helps to be able to learn, at least at a basic level, about the software that
threatens our systems.
Consider a malicious executable you encounter on a desktop computer at your
office. How do you determine its purpose, or assess where it may have came
from or what its goals might be? Relying solely on your anti-virus engine is
often insufficient. Anti-virus software may be unable to recognize the specimen
as malicious. Sometimes, the anti-virus vendor’s information about the
malware specimen may be outdated or not applicable to the variant you
discovered.
If you don’t want to rely on someone else having produced the information
about the malicious program, then you need to learn how to obtain that
information yourself. That’s why knowing how to analyze malware can be
useful.
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In a course that I teach at SANS Institute, called Reverse-Engineering
Malware, we spend several days learning how to examine malicious programs.
We examine their behavioral patterns and look at their code. Performing
comprehensive analysis is often challenging, and is usually time-consuming.
However, depending on your objectives, such in-depth analysis is not always
necessary.
In this presentation, we take a look at a few shortcuts we can take to save
ourselves time. These shortcuts are particularly useful in situations where we
do not need to perform comprehensive analysis of the malicious program, but
we’d still like to get a general sense about its functionality.
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One of the most popular attack vectors is an attempt to exploit a vulnerability
in client-side software, such as a web browser, to run the attacker’s code on
the victim’s system. That’s why I’d like to begin the discussion by looking at
techniques that can help us examine web-based malware components.
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Rather than simply showing you tools, I’d like to discuss them in the context of
a real-world example. The particular incident I’d like to use is associated with a
website that was distributing a malicious executable via the following URL:
http://www.pupinini.com.br/aspnet_client/static.htm?Imagem=145879652148962
(As of this writing, the web site no longer distributes the malicious executable at this
URL.)

How was the website able to install the malicious program on the victim’s
computer? What were the program’s capabilities? That’s what I’d like to
uncover by showing you the following tools and techniques.
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A good place to start the analysis of the potential web-based malware incident
is to assess the posture of the suspicious web page. What dangers could lie
there should an unsuspecting user connect to it? There are several free sites
that will assess the web page’s threats for you. All you need to do is to supply
the link to the suspicious site.
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One of the free link scanners you should consider is Finjan URL Analysis,
available freely at the following site:
http://www.finjan.com/content.aspx?id=574
A link scanner, such as Finjan URL Analysis, connects to the URL you supplied
and scans it to locate malicious browser scripts, exploits, or other anomalies. It
will not detect the presence of all malware, of course, but if it flags a page as
malicious, there is a good chance it is right.
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Exploit Labs Link Scanner is another URL scanner that is available for free and
is worth your attention. It is available at:
http://linkscanner.explabs.com
My favorite aspect of this on-line tool is that it if it detects malware on the
scanned page, it is often able to tell you which particular exploit is being used
on the malicious site.
In this case, Exploit Labs Link Scanner pointed out that the page I directed it to
attempts to launch an MDAC ActiveX exploit (CVE-2006-0003) against the
visitor’s browser.
Both Finjan URL Analysis and Exploit Labs Link Scanner examine the site in
real time, which makes them particularly convenient for malware analysis that
involves a suspicious website.
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After confirming that the suspicious web page is actually malicious, you may
want to retrieve it, so that you have a local copy to examine at your leisure. If
you decide to retrieve the page, you must exercise caution. Here are a couple
of tools that can be of help.
One of the reasons I think it’s a good idea to retrieve a malicious web page as
soon as you can is that the attacker may take it down if he or she notices
someone “poking around.” By having the page locally, you will have a copy of
the page even if the attacker takes the live version of the page off line.
Note: Retrieving the malicious page involves connecting to a dangerous and
unpredictable website. Therefore, I recommend doing so from within a
sandbox, such as VMware or Sandboxie. We will discuss such tools a few
slides later.
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A command-line utility wget doesn’t know how to render the page, but it’s very
good at retrieving it from the remote site and saving it locally. Its inability to
render a page is actually a feature, as far as we are concerned, because it
means that wget is less likely to have an exploitable bug in it than a fullfeatured browser, such Internet Explorer or Firefox. Once the malicious page is
on your file system, you can examine it using your favorite text editor, such as
Notepad, or an HTML editor.
Malicious websites often look at headers, sent to them by the visitor’s browser,
to determine whether the person is using a browser that the site can exploit.
We can easily fool such a verification mechanism with wget by telling wget to
specify a header that a popularly-targeted browser would have. For example,
to spoof Internet Explorer 6, you can specify the following command-line
parameter to wget:
--user-agent="Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)"
Although wget is best known as a Unix executable, you can download a native
Windows version of the program from:
http://unxutils.sourceforge.net
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If you encounter a site with many potentially malicious pages or files, you may
want to mirror the whole site. You can do this with wget via the “--recursive”
command-line parameter.
Alternatively, you may elect to use a more full-featured site mirroring tool
called HTTrack Website Copier. This program offers a lot of options regarding
with remote pages should be copied and how. It is available for free from:

http://www.httrack.com
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Once you’ve copied the malicious pages to your local system, you can
examine them to understand the threat. However, sometimes you will not have
all the components of the attack that you need to sufficiently analyze it: there
may be server-side scripts or other dependencies that you did not copy to your
local system.
Therefore, it is often useful to interact with the malicious website when
examining its functionality. This can be dangerous, since you’d be interacting
with live malware, so you need to take extra precautions.
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The most cautious way of interacting with malicious sites is probably to use a
dedicated physical system that you’d wipe away after you’ve completed your
analysis. That is rarely convenient, though. Most analysts prefer to use a more
flexible mechanism provided by virtual systems, such as those you can set up
with VMware or Virtual PC. Such virtual systems run at the same time as your
main physical system, while providing a reasonably reliable sandbox. They’re
easy to store, because they have no physical manifestations, and they are
very easy to restore to the previous state with a click of a button.

The screenshot on this slide shows VMware Workstation in action. In the
background you see the desktop of my main physical system. Another window
shows Windows XP Professional running as a virtual system. Also, a third
window demonstrates a version of a Linux-based operating system running at
the same time.
VMware Workstation is a commercial tool, although a free 30-day trial is
available. The company also offers free versions of its virtualization products,
in the form of VMware Player and VMware Server at the following site:
http://www.vmware.com
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Fully virtualized systems, such as those you can build with VMware are nice,
because all aspects of the machine are enclosed within the virtualized
environment. This comprehensive nature of a virtual system often comes at
the cost of performance—you need a reasonably powerful physical machine
with lots of RAM for a product such as VMware.
A more lightweight sandboxing option is available via a free tool called
Sandboxie, which is available at:
http://www.sandboxie.com
Sandboxie lets you create an isolating sandbox around almost any program
running on your computer, without having to create and run a full-blown virtual
machine. On the screenshot on this slide, you see Sandboxie enclosing
several processes associated with an instance of Internet Explorer. Internet
Explorer is running within the sandbox. A visual clue to this is the presence of
the “[#]” mark in the title of the Internet Explorer window. Now, we can quickly
reverse any changes a malicious site may attempt making to our system via
the web browser.
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Once the browser is running within a sandbox, you can begin interacting with
the malicious website. This is where things may get tricky, because one of the
biggest challenges to examining a web-based attack is understanding its flow:
which scripts call which programs, and what data or code gets transferred as a
result? To reverse-engineer the flow of an attack like this, a tool such as Paros
Proxy comes in very handy.
Paros Proxy is a free application you can run on your system to intercept and
even modify the requests your browser makes and the responses the browser
receives from the malicious website. In this example, the malicious page is
attempting to use a META tag to force the browser to download a suspicious
executable called flash.exe. Paros Proxy allows me to observe this attempt
and to remove the corresponding line from the HTTP stream, so that the
browser on my system doesn’t need to deal with this attempt. As you can see,
this tool gives you the flexibility to modify the flow of the attack, so you can
focus your examination on what is important to you.
You can download Paros Proxy from:
http://www.parosproxy.org
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Attackers typically want to make the job of analyzing their malicious code
difficult. As a result, many malicious web pages or the associated scripts are
obfuscated. Fortunately, there are several mechanisms you can employ to
strip away such protective measures.
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Encrypted HTML Decoding Tools is a collection of free web tools can
automatically decipher several obfuscation algorithms frequently used in
malicious web pages. You can access these tools at:
http://www.gooby.ca/decrypt/
For example, I pasted the obfuscated script I was analyzing into the
appropriate form on the Encrypted HTML Decoding Tools website. I then
selected the appropriate deobfuscation algorithm and clicked the Decode
button. The website produced for me a deobfuscated version of the script,
which you can see on this slide. By examining the script you may be able to
recognize the exploit being used to distribute the malicious executable.
In fact, the Encrypted HTML Decoding Tools website can even retrieve the
malicious page for you, if you don’t want to retrieve it by yourself in advance.
If you don’t recognize the obfuscation algorithm, you can try decoding the
page using every algorithm supported by the Encrypted HTML Decoding Tools
website. What if none of the algorithms work for you? Let’s see…
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FireBug is a free JavaScript debugger, which allows you to analyze many
aspects of the malicious web page. FireBug operates as an extension for
Firefox, and is available at:
http://www.getfirebug.com
My goal in this step of the analysis is to understand the contents of the Words
variable, which seem to contain an obfuscated malicious script. What if the
HTML Decoding Tools website could not decipher it? As you can see in the
screenshot on this slide, I set a FireBug breakpoint on the line of the script that
makes use of the variable, presumably after deciphering it. After the malicious
script runs, I used FireBug to look and the contents of the variable via the
Copy Value menu. The variable NewWords contained a fully deciphered
version of the malicious script! The power of this approach is that it allows us
to decipher scripts even if we do not know or understand the obfuscation
algorithm.
I use FireBug in conjunction with another Firebox extension called NoScript,
which prevents all scripts from running until I’ve set up the appropriate FireBug
breakpoints.
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If you’re analyzing an incident that involves a web-based infection vector, by
this point in the analysis you may have a good idea of the vulnerability that the
malicious site is attempting to exploit. You will also probably have a copy of a
malicious executable that the remote site is attempting to install on the victim’s
computer. How can you quickly assess the general nature of the executable to
understand what it’s capable of doing?
The easiest manner of determining general characteristics of a malicious
executable involves having someone else perform parts of the analysis for us.
One way to accomplish that is to rely on the research already performed by
anti-virus companies, who typically publish information about malware
specimens on their websites. To make use of the information, you first need to
identify the malware specimen in your possession. Let’s see how to do that
quickly…
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If you rely on a single anti-virus engine to identify the malware specimen, you
may receive inaccurate results or may not farther your quest at all if the antivirus engine fails to detect anything malicious about the executable. Therefore,
it’s better to scan the specimen using multiple anti-virus engines. The
VirusTotal website allows us to accomplish this without any fees via:
http://www.virustotal.com

After you upload the malicious specimen to VirusTotal, you will receive the
results of the scan in almost real time. In my example, you can see that many
anti-virus engines that VirusTotal uses failed to identify the executable.
However, some labeled it with names that suggested it was a downloader of
some kind. I could probably obtain additional information about the executable
if I searched the corresponding anti-virus websites.
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Another website that can scan a file using multiple anti-virus engines is Jotti’s
Malware Scan, available for free at:
http://virusscan.jotti.org
I like to use Jotti’s Malware Scan when VirusTotal is not available for some
reason, or just to get a second opinion on the malicious executable. As you
can see in this example, the results of Jotti’s Malware Scan closely match
those of VirusTotal, even though Jotti’s Malware Scan doesn’t have quite as
many anti-virus engines as VirusTotal.
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Anti-virus vendors’ websites often have a wealth of information that can
significantly speed up your analysis. The most challenging aspect of using
these sites is correlating the names of malware specimens. One site may refer
to the specimen as ABC, while another could call it XYZ.
That’s where Common Malware Enumeration (CME) comes in handy. CME is
an effort to assign common names to malware specimens. Although not many
specimens have been assigned CME identifiers, if the one you’re analyzing
has a CME identifier, you can search for it on anti-virus vendors’ websites to
quickly find the information you need.
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The information you may find on the web about the malware specimen you’re
analyzing is not always sufficient. Sometimes you need to perform some
hands-on exploration in your lab. Behavioral analysis of this nature typically
involves running the malware specimen in an isolated laboratory environment
where you can observe how the malicious executable interacts with the local
system and with network resources. In many cases, the laboratory
environment is virtualized using tool such as VMware.
While a full-featured analysis would incorporate several steps, in this section I
want to introduce you to a few useful tools and shortcuts.
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Modern malware specimens often attempt to establish outbound network
connections to get in touch with their author or operator. In an isolated
laboratory environment it is useful to be able to redirect such connections to
one of our laboratory systems, so we can determine what the specimen would
do, had it been able to connect to the real system in the wild. A very
convenient tool for redirecting such connections is fakeDNS, which is
distributed as part of a free toolkit called Malcode Analysis Pack from:
http://labs.idefense.com/software/malcode.php
This tool is a special DNS server that will respond to any DNS query with an IP
address of your choosing. This way you can easily redirect a malicious
network connection in your lab—you simply tell fakeDNS to resolve the
hostname to one of your own systems.
To determine what would happen once the specimen established its
connection, you need to set up a listener on the necessary port. In my
example, I suspected the specimen was trying to connect to a web server, so I
set up Netcat to listen locally on port 80. As you can see, fakeDNS redirected
connections to www.calixto.adv.br and www.attack.com.br, which allowed me
to determine that the specimen wanted to retrieve “/aspnet_client/aspweb.dll”.
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Another convenient tool for quickly observing behavioral aspects of a malware
specimen is SysAnalyzer, also available for free at:
http://labs.idefense.com/software/malcode.php
SysAnalyzer combines several miscellaneous utilities to let you observe the
malicious executable as it runs on the laboratory system. It lets you detect
some of the changes malware made to the system, which API calls it made,
which systems it attempted connecting to, and so on. It even has a built-in
program for dumping a packed executable from memory to disk. SysAnalyzer
doesn’t always work, but when it does, it can save you a lot of time.
In this example, I used SysAnalyzer to detect that the malicious program I’m
analyzing attempted to make use of a file named
“C:\WINDOWS\system32\wpabalnm.exe” and that it attempted to listen to
local UDP and TCP ports. If findings like these are not immediately useful
during your analysis, you can use them to perform follow-up web searches and
find additional information about program you’re analyzing.
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Another good resource for speeding up behavioral analysis of malware is
Norman Sandbox Live, available as a free website at:
http://sandbox.norman.no/live_4.html
This tool performs automated analysis of the specimen’s behavioral
characteristics after you upload the malicious executable to the Norman
Sandbox Live website. After the tool performs its analysis, you receive the
resulting report via email.
As you can see on the slide, in my example Norman Sandbox Live provided
several details about flash.exe, such as the files it attempts to create, delete,
and download. I was able to obtain this information even without running the
malicious executable on my own laboratory system. Very convenient.
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If the specimen you’re analyzing attempts to download another program over
the Internet, you can continue your analysis by downloading that program and
examining its capabilities. In my example, I learned from Norman Sandbox
Live that the original executable attempts to download another one over the
web. The new executable looked like financially-focused spyware, based on
the results of a VirusTotal scan shown on this slide.
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The newly-downloaded executable contained some interesting characteristics.
For instance, when I ran it in my lab, I noticed that it tried resolving the
hostname gsmtp185.google.com. This seemed to be an SMTP gateway, so I
used fakeDNS to redirect the connection to one of my systems, where I ran
another tool I would like to introduce to you: Mailpot.
Mailpot is a specialized SMTP mail server, distributed for free from the
following URL as part of Malcode Analysis Pack:
http://labs.idefense.com/software/malcode.php
Mailpot accepts e-mail messages that malicious software attempts to send out
and, instead of sending them out, stores them for our analysis. In my example,
Mailpot revealed that the newly-downloaded malware specimen attempted to
send an email to “drolean.infect@gmail.com” with the username and IP
address of the infected system.
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This brings us to the end of this presentation. My goal was to demonstrate the
user of several tools and techniques to speed up malware analysis. In the
process, I took you through the steps of examining web-based malware
components, identifying general properties of the executable, and assessing
the malware specimen’s key behavioral characteristics.
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Malware analysis is an important skill to an information security specialist,
because the complexity of malicious programs continues to increase. By
having this skill we can take charge of the incident that involves malicious
software, rather than relying on someone else to perform the analysis for us.
As in many other situations, knowledge can be the source of our power when
defending against attacks on information resources.
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If you have any questions or comments on this presentation, I’d be glad to
hear from you. You can reach me via the email address shown on this slide,
and via my website:
http://www.zeltser.com
Thank you for your attention!
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